From Britain’s Guardian newspaper:

Global outrage at Saudi Arabia as jailed blogger receives public
flogging
Kingdom stays silent as protesters contrast its opposition to Paris attacks on free speech with its
own attacks on free speech
Ian Black, Middle East editor
Monday 12 January 2015
Anger at the flogging – carried out as the world watched the bloody denouement of the Charlie
Hebdo and Jewish supermarket jihadi killings in Paris – focused on a country that is a strategic
ally, oil supplier and lucrative market for the US, Britain and other western countries but does
not tolerate criticism at home.
Badawi was shown on a YouTube video being beaten in a square outside a mosque in Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia is remaining silent in the face of global outrage at the public flogging of the jailed
blogger Raif Badawi, who received the first 50 of 1,000 lashes on Friday, part of his punishment
for running a liberal website devoted to freedom of speech in the conservative kingdom.
watched by a crowd of several hundred who shouted “Allahu Akbar” (God is great) and clapped
and whistled after the flogging ended. Badawi made no sound during the flogging and was able
to walk back unaided afterwards.
“Raif was escorted from a bus and placed in the middle of the crowd, guarded by eight or nine
officers,” a witness told Amnesty International.
“He was handcuffed and shackled but his face was not covered. A security officer approached
him from behind with a huge cane and started beating him.
“Raif raised his head towards the sky, closing his eyes and arching his back. He was silent, but
you could tell from his face and his body that he was in real pain.”
Badawi’s wife, Ensaf Haidar, told the Guardian from Montreal on Sunday: “Many governments
around the world have protested about my husband’s case. I was optimistic until the last minute
before the flogging. But the Saudi government is behaving like Daesh [a derogatory Arabic name
for Islamic State or Isis].”
Saudi Arabia joined other Arab and Muslim countries in condemning the murder of 12 people at
the Paris satirical newspaper Charlie Hebdo but angry comments highlighted its double standard
in meting out a cruel punishment to a man who was accused of insulting Islam.

One cartoon circulating on social media showed a man resembling Badawi being flogged
alongside the words: “Saudi Arabia condemns the terrorist attack on freedom of expression in
Paris …” Another image showed a pencil being flayed by whips.
One woman at Sunday’s Paris solidarity rally carried a placard declaring: “I am Raif Badawi, the
Saudi journalist who was flogged.” Others protested at the presence of the Saudi foreign
minister.
Badawi was sentenced last May to 10 years’ imprisonment and 1,000 lashes – 50 at a time over
20 weeks – and fined 1m Saudi riyals (£175,000). He has been held since mid-2012, and his Free
Saudi Liberals website, established to encourage debate on religious and political matters in
Saudi Arabia, is closed. He is expected to receive another 50 lashes this Friday.
Arabic Twitter users condemned Saudi Arabia for behaving like Isis – part of the argument that
the fundamental values promoted by the Saudi state do not differ from those that are carried to a
brutal extreme by the jihadi group that controls parts of Syria and Iraq.
“Just a reminder,” tweeted one Tunisian woman. “Those who criticise Isis, which beheads and
flogs people, and lines up children to watch, are the ones who are making excuses for the
flogging of a man in Saudi Arabia. They are all Isis.”
Saudi Arabia is one of five Arab countries in the US-led coalition fighting Isis. It has arrested
hundreds of people for alleged links to terrorism and imposed penalties on those travelling
abroad to fight – though it still wants the overthrow of the Syrian president, Bashar al-Assad.
About 2,500 Saudis have fought with Isis.
The US, EU and others publicly urged Riyadh not to go ahead with the flogging. Britain’s
Foreign Office said: “The UK condemns the use of cruel and degrading punishment in all
circumstances.”A spokesman said on Sunday that concerns about the case continued to be
expressed “at all levels”. There is no sign that the Saudis’ western allies will take any punitive
action to back up their protests.
“The Saudis have a policy for inside the country where they want to show that they are pious and
protect the faith,” said Ali al-Ahmed, of the Washington-based Institute for Gulf Affairs.
“Outside they project the opposite impression, that they are liberals and that it’s ordinary people
who are savage and conservative.“That’s why the west says: ‘Yes, we need to protect the Saudi
royals because the alternative is Osama bin Laden.’“It’s worked for the Saudis and it gives the
west an excuse not to support any kind of change or reform.”
Badawi’s punishment is part of a wider campaign against domestic dissent. His lawyer, Waleed
Abu al-Khair, was sentenced to 15 years in prison last July because of criticism of human rights
abuses. His case resumes on Monday, with the government reportedly seeking an even harsher
sentence. Fadhil al-Manasif is facing 14 years in prison on charges stemming from his assistance
to journalists covering protests over the treatment of Shia Muslims in the Sunni-dominated
country.

What can we do?
Please fax appeal to the KIng of Saudi Arabia
or send letters via the local Saudi Arabian embassy
King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud
The Custodian of the two Holy Mosques
Office of His Majesty the King
Royal Court, Riyadh
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Fax: +966 1 403 3125

Your Majesty

As a member of the Benenson Society may I respectfully and urgently ask you to investigate the case of
blogger and activist Raif Badawi, who recently received the first 50 of 1,000 lashes. The punishment
occurred at the very time that the eyes of the world were focused on the terrorist attack in Paris.

Freedom of expression is a key human right, one protected by the United Nations Declaration of Human
Rights. Harsh punishment for those who call for debate and who criticize figures of authority, including
religious, reflects poorly on the Government.

We ask the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia become a model to its neighbours of tolerance and freedom, rather than
be an example of harsh suppression of free expression.

Your Majesty, please intervene in this case to ensure that Raif Badawi is not subject to cruel treatment for
expressing himself on social media.

Respectfully,

You can also Tweet @raif_badawi #FreeRaif

Saudi embassies (please check these local contacts as details can change)
Australia and New Zealand:
His Excellency Mr Hassan Talat Nazer
P.O. Box 9162
Deakin ACT 2600
United Kingdom and Ireland:
HRH Prince Mohammed bin Nawaf,
Ambassador to the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland
Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia
30 Charles Street,
London W1J 5DZ

United States:
His Excellency, Adel A. Al-Jubeir

Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia
601 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20037

Germany
Godesberger Allee 40-42, 5300 Bonn 2

Pakistan:
House no. 14, Hill Rd. F-6/3, Islamabad

